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PanCareLIFE is a European research project with the goal that survivors of cancer diagnosed before age 25
should enjoy the same quality of life and opportunities as their peers who have not had cancer. We are studying:

Fertility

Inner Ear Problems

Quality of Life

Update on Data Collection
Since October 2015, PanCareLIFE data providers have been hard at
work sending the information (data) they have collected to the central
Data Centre in UMC-Mainz. The data about fertility impairment,
inner ear problems and quality of life have been collected from
survivors and their families, doctors, hospitals, universities and
cancer registries across Europe. The majority of data was sent to
Mainz by November 2016, with the final data delivered by August
2017, bringing the total number of survivors included to over 15,500.
The Data Centre team has been checking and cleaning the data.
The final data files from this process will be ready for use by the
research teams by November 2017. The teams will use the data to
perform analyses that will help survivors in many ways. For example, the fertility team will look to see if there are risk factors for fertility impairment that could help doctors identify which patients would benefit most from fertility counselling before,
during and after cancer treatment.
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Laboratory Update - DNA Analysis
DNA Analysis: By July 2017, 1,421 DNA samples had been analysed using state-of-the-art genetic arrays (Illumina
Global Screening Array). The results will be used along other survivor data to examine genetic risk factors for
fertility impairment and inner ear problems.

Anne-Lotte van der Kooi and Eva Clemens receiving samples (left), Genotype analysis overview (centre),
Marloes van Dijk, Anne-Lotte van der Kooi and Eva Clemens analysing samples (right)

Audiogram Assessment
We have now received over 11,500 audiograms for our research into inner ear
problems in survivors. All audiograms have now been assessed by experts at the
Audiogram Centre at Münster University. Data from the audiogram analysis has
been sent to the Data Centre in Mainz, alongside other survivor information sent
directly from the data providers.
Example audiogram

Publications
Two PanCareLIFE-funded, open access publications have recently been published:
• Researchers at UNIBE published ‘Validation of questionnaire-reported
hearing with medical records: A report from the Swiss Childhood Cancer
Survivor Study’ in PLoS ONE 12(3): e0174479 (2017). The study looked at
whether questionnaire-based assessment of hearing provides a valid measure
of hearing loss by comparing questionnaire results with medical records. They found that questionnaires
are a useful tool to assess hearing in large cohorts of childhood cancer survivors, but underestimate mild
and unilateral hearing loss. Further research is needed to determine if the addition of questions with
higher sensitivity for mild degrees of hearing loss could improve the results.
• Researchers at EMC, VUmc, AMC, PMC and UKM published ‘Hearing loss after
platinum treatment is irreversible in noncranial irradiated childhood cancer survivors’,
in Pediatric Hematology and Oncology, 34(2): 120 (2017). Using follow-up audiograms
from 168 childhood cancer survivors, they found that hearing loss after platinum
treatment may be irreversible and that audiological monitoring over time by clinics and
follow-up care for hearing loss is required in long-term survivors of childhood cancer
on a large scale.
All our publications can be found at: http://www.pancarelife.eu/project/publications/
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Conferences
PanCareLIFE was well represented at the 15th International Conference on Long-Term Complications of
Treatment of Children and Adolescents for Cancer (June 2017) in Atlanta, USA. The conference focused on
the exchange of innovative ideas among international medical and pediatric oncologists (including fellows and
residents), nurse practitioners, oncology nurses, and other associated allied health professionals. This year’s
symposium presented the latest scientific and clinical advances regarding the science and ethics of genomic
testing. A number of posters were presented by PanCareLIFE:
•
•
•
•
•

•

The PanCareLIFE Consortium: Hearing loss, infertility and quality of life in European Childhood Cancer
Survivors – presented by Julianne Byrne on behalf of the PanCareLIFE consortium
Fertility studies in PanCareLIFE: A pan-European consortium studying late effects of childhood cancer –
presented by Marloes van Dijk on behalf of the PanCareLIFE consortium
Genetic determinants of gonadal impairment in female childhood cancer survivors: a PanCareLIFE study –
presented by Anne-Lotte van der Kooi on behalf of the PanCareLIFE consortium
Genetic variation of cis-platin-induced ototoxicity during childhood cancer treatment: a PanCareLIFE study
– presented by Eva Clemens on behalf of the PanCareLIFE consortium
Development and validation of a risk model for predicting platinum ototoxicity in childhood cancer
patients: a PanCareLIFE study
– presented by Tanusree Paul
on behalf of the PanCareLIFE
consortium
Risk factors for negative
psychological outcomes in
survivors after cancer treatment
in childhood – presented by
Jarmila Kruseova on behalf of Eva Clemens (left) and Tanusree Paul (right) with their posters on ototoxicity
the PanCareLIFE consortium

EMC Team on Roparun
In May 2017, PanCareLIFE researchers Anne-Lotte van der Kooi and Eva Clemens
ran from Paris to Rotterdam to raise money for people who suffer from cancer.
The Roparun is a relay race of approximately 520 km. Their team consisted of
colleagues from the Department of Pediatric Oncology, friends and survivors.
Approximately 25 people, including runners, cyclists, drivers, caterers, and medics
participated on the run. They raised over 6,500 euro - congratulations to the team!

What Next?
The coming months will see data checking and cleaning by the Data Centre come to a close, with final analysis
files returned to the research teams for further analysis:
•
•
•

01 November 2016 - 01 November 2017 - Data Centre cleans data (plausibility, duplication checks)
01 November 2017 - Data Centre sends data files to Study Teams
01 Nov 2017 - 31 Oct 2018 - Study Teams analyse data, prepare reports/publications

Want to learn more about the project? Check out our website (www.pancarelife.eu) and our project video (http://
www.pancarelife.eu/pancarelife-video-available/).
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